In this paper I have looked at clarifying the
operations of an ETF with regards to
liquidity, its sources and related
mechanisms. The paper contrasts ETF
units with ordinary traded shares and
Index Funds, briefly explores ETF fund
flows and how they affect liquidity, the
single largest question with regards to ETF
suitability in a portfolio.
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ETF Liquidity - Facts v/s Myths
ETF Introduction
Since the 1995 launch of the first ETF based on the S&P 500 Index and a Nasdaq-100 based ETF in
1999, ETF units are a financial innovation which account for a large chunk of volumes in global stock
markets. ETF’s may represent a basket of stocks which replicate or enhance an index such as the
Nifty, BSE Midcap or the Nasdaq-100 Index. Along with diversification benefits at low cost, ETF’s
may offer trading flexibility of a stock (short selling, buying on margin and purchasing single units)
depending on local market regulation.
A Mutual Fund: Like a Mutual fund, all ETF’s are open ended funds, which continuously
issue/redeem units and declare a Net Asset Value (NAV) of the underlying portfolio on a periodic
basis. And like a mutual fund, an ETF is managed by an Asset Management Company whose activities
have the fund’s trustee’s oversight as well as supervision by the stock market regulators.
A Share: But.. an ETF exactly like a share on the stock exchange. Market entities are buyers, sellers
and there are intermediaries (brokers) and an exchange where the trades take place. Unlike a share,
fresh tradable shares of the ETF (units) can be continuously created (or redeemed) on-demand
(subject to minimum volumes).
Advantage ETF: ETF’s indicative NAV (iNAV) is continuously calculated and published. While the iNAV
reflects the value of the underlying stock, the price of the ETF unit reflects market’s interest based
on the participant’s view of the underlying basket, providing transparency, intra-day liquidity and
thereby better price discovery. E.g. difference between the NAV and the traded price, it may
present an arbitrage opportunity which could lead to creation units or redemption of existing units
(Figure 12).
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Figure 1

At the inception of the fund, the Asset management Company seeds the fund by issuing units to
both investors and Authorised Participants.
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Once the ETF is listed on an exchange, the interaction between the AMC, the market and market
participants change somewhat:
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Figure 2

On listing, the issued ETF units trade on the exchange much like any other company share but, there
is one significant difference: the units of the ETF can be purchased and sold on the exchange as well
as with the Asset Management Company Issuing the ETF units.
The latter process is akin to the subscription and redemption transaction of a Mutual Fund and the
amounts which can be redeemed for kind (the ETF may also redeem for cash by selling, in the stock
market, the basket equivalent to the redemption) are usually large amounts called creation Units.
Entities called Authorised Participants are responsible for these activities.
It is important to understand that in In India, no distinction is made between investors and APs and
anyone can create and redeem units directly with the Asset Management Company in Creation Unit
lots. This is set to change with restrictions being placed of Aps and Market Makers of the recently
issued PSU Fixed Maturity ETF.
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Sources and Measures of Liquidity
ETF liquidity is a much-studied subject, but is most often misunderstood, even though it is straight
forward. However, there are two aspects which are worth mentioning, one is the sources of liquidity
and the other is the measure of liquidity.
The Myth: The first myth to dispel is that an ETF’s liquidity is its average trading volume on the stock
exchange. A common assumption is that an ETF’s liquidity is determined by its trading volume, but
that isn’t necessarily so. The trading volume is more of
ETF Liquidity is not the average trading
an indicator of a fund’s popularity and how much it
volume of the ETF Unit.
traded in the past – not how liquid it is.
A better gauge of liquidity is to look at the hypothetical number of shares that can be traded. An
underlying stock in the ETF with low trading volumes will adversely affect the liquidity irrespective
of the actual traded volumes of the ETF units i.e. an in-demand ETF could be often traded and still
have low liquidity as that low individual stock liquidity will limit basket creation/redemption.
Conversely, a thinly traded ETF can be very liquid as the underlying stocks may be very liquid.
Therefore, it can be said that the true measure of ETF liquidity is the liquidity in the underlying
basket.
Liquidity Illustration: Let’s say that we wanted to invest in an ETF that traded over 1 million share
volume per day. At first glance, we would consider it a highly liquid ETF. Let’s assume that this ETF
included 5 very liquid large cap stocks and one very illiquid small cap. If suddenly a large investor
wanted to buy in and the ETF basket called for many shares to be created one day, the small cap
may not trade at high enough volume to be included. This could prevent additional units of the ETF
from being created in its original basket form. This
example serves to illustrate a scenario where the
volume traded of the ETF itself is not as issue; rather it
Primary Source of ETF
is the thinly traded nature of the underlying stock that
Liquidity is Liquidity of
poses the problem.
Constituent
Stocks.
Additionally, Creation and
Redemption of ETF Units by
authorised
participants;
Market Making Activities of
Broker-Dealers: Darker Pools;
and ETF demand affect
liquidity.

Sources: Therefore, going back to the mechanics of the
ETF - liquidity (or the ability to buy or sell) - has two
sources: the creation and redemption by authorized
participants and the market making activities of broker
dealers given that all ETF units can be bought/sold
(created/redeemed) from all of these three sources,
notwithstanding the dark-pool that exists at the market
maker/broker-dealer level. The creation, redemption of
ETF units (in kind) is largely dependent on market
demand for that specific exposure or temporary
arbitrage opportunity (either a premium or discount).
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An Example: A large brokerage house receives a bulk
order from a client for ETF units. The brokerage, now
acting as an Authorised Participant, buys the
underlying basket instead of going to the market for
those ETF shares. This is converted into ETF shares by
the AMC thereby infusing many shares additionally into
the market.

INDEX FUND
MECHANICS
Index Fund Mechanics
Index funds are
fundamentally mutual
funds where the
manager’s role (like an
ETF) is to replicate an
Index.
The manager takes each
constituent’s
representative
percentages and rounds
up/down to get a ready
portfolio which
rebalances and changes
according to the fund
managers wishes as well
as the actions effected by
the Index provider.
Alternatively, the issuer
(asset management
company) may decide to
wrap an ETF which in turn
invests in the relevant
index (basket of shares).
Predicting subscription
and redemption for large
number of investors can
be a challenge for
managers and may lead
to increasing tracking
error
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On the reverse requirement, the same Authorised
Participant could redeem the units and take delivery of
underlying basket and then smart route it to the
market thus providing an additional avenue for selling
the ETF unit.
This activity has the additional advantage of aligning
the price and the NAV of the ETF as the
premium/discount to the NAV is clearly visible to all
market participants.
How would a financial advisor avoid paying large bidask spreads and advance their use of ETF’s without
getting hindered with the apparent trading volumes?
Using limit orders or accessing “upstairs” liquidity
providers for large trades can lead to a better
execution.

Index Funds
Index funds have predated ETFs by several years and
have been successfully running for some time. One of
the reasons ETFs gained popularity as investors needed
a way to trade the index without any leverage or
notional exposures.
There are a few significant challenges to running an
Index fund – namely there must be a continuous
subscription and redemption for all investors.
Any large movement (large number of
smaller number of large investors) into
existing investors - conversely, in an
related to creation or redemption are
investor creating or redeeming units.

investors or a
will impact all
ETF, all costs
borne by the

Example:
A US exposure Index Fund faces a
redemption in India and pays out the monies based on
standard redemption timelines – on current valuations
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(FX and Stock Values). The manager now needs to replenish cash by selling securities (stock) which
will settle on a T+5 basis which entails equity market and FX risk which is now borne by remaining
investors.
As an Index fund must honour all
redemption/subscription requests, it may
carry larger amounts of cash to provide
redemptions at NAV and carrying this
liquidity will lead to higher tracking error.
For index funds which wrap other ETFs, the
overlying fund adds an additional layer of
cost. Also, as it’s investing in a traded
security, the NAV of the Index Fund will be
affected by any ETF premium or discount.

PRICE AND FX RISK IN AN INDEX FUND IS
BORNE BY EXISTING INVESTORS WHILE
AN EXITING INVESTOR CAN BE GIVEN
AN EXIT THROUGH THE CASH CARRIED
BY THE INDEX FUND. IN AN INDEX FUND
INVESTORS ARE IMPACTED BY ACTIONS
OF OTHER INVESTORS IN THE FUND

Conclusion
Investing in an Exchange Traded Fund, unlike a share, provides liquidity by secondary market trading
as well as through the unit creation / redemption process. The former is measured by trading
volumes and the latter is virtually unlimited for creation and limited to the AUM for redemption. All
these activities have the effect of matching demand and supply thereby catering to all sizes of
investor orders. Trading volumes therefore have little bearing on the liquidity of an ETF. So, are ETFs
the go to instrument? Well mostly. If there are small investors who do not have access to trading
accounts or are unfamiliar with stock markets and are ok with higher cots / tracking errors, then
Index funds are for them. Ideally only as a basket of Index funds.

Parting thoughts
ETFs (or Index Funds should you be constrained to buy those) are merely building blocks. Selection
of an ETF v/s an Index Fund is merely a step in the asset allocation process (i.e. deciding which
Instrument to use). Before that, it is even more important to determine individual risk appetite,
strategy execution and thereafter managing aforesaid portfolio. Fortunately, there are algorithmic
platforms available where an investor can choose and execute such a portfolio of ETFs / Index funds.
But, should the flesh and bone, emotion driven, ‘human’ advisor go the way of the ‘active manager’?

“During the past decade, the principles of the traditional index fund have been
challenged by a sort of wolf in sheep’s clothing, the exchange-traded fund, But let me
be clear. There is nothing wrong with investing in those indexed ETFs that track the
broad stock market, just so long as you don’t trade them.”
Jack Bogle
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